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Academic and university success at CTC
The overwhelming majority of students who come to CTC expect to
go on to university, usually in Britain, and usually to the very best
universities there are, such as those in the Russell Group like Oxford,
Cambridge, UCL, LSE, Imperial, Bristol, Durham and Warwick.

A look at the academic record
of CTC students in the 2014
summer examinations and
their subsequent university
destinations will show you
just how successful our
students have been.
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2014 Academic Record
From a cohort of almost 100 students:

Some departmental highlights:

54% of all grades were A/A*

76% of all Mathematics grades were A/A*

Over 35% of students gained three or
more A/A* grades

61% of all Economics grades were A/A*
80% of all Art grades were A/A*

65% of the cohort got 360 UCAS points or more
(AAA grade equivalent)

Where do our students go to university after CTC?
Over 65% of students go to a Russell Group university with UCL being the most
popular destination this year (12 students). For a detailed look at this year’s destinations
and to see what courses they are studying, please visit our website: www.ctc.ac.uk
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How do we do it?
Our students are well motivated, expertly taught in small classes and set the highest expectations by
everyone at CTC. But part of being a member of College here is the extra support they receive in their
university preparation.

Expert guidance
Choosing the right course to study at the right university and then ensuring each student is successful
is very important to us.
During a student’s education with us, we offer the best guidance we can through:
Weekly presentations on university entry

Practice interviews

Outside speaker programme

Specific help with Personal Statement writing

Frequent individual discussions

Advice on Extended Project Qualification which
we encourage suitable students to take

Subject specific presentations
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Specific Course Support
For students wishing to study Medicine, Law and Engineering at university,
we offer specialist support through:
Mentoring programme, linking a current undergraduate with an aspiring one
Specialist lecture programme
Visits to CTC from individual universities (e.g. St George’s Medical School)
Interview practice
Assistance with work experience
Support for additional tests
(e.g. BMAT, UKCAT, STEP)
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